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Abstract

Detection of moving vehicles in wide area motion im-
agery (WAMI) is increasingly important, with promis-
ing applications in surveillance, traffic scene under-
standing and public service applications such as emer-
gency evacuation and policy security. However, the
large camera motion, along with low contrast between
vehicles and backgrounds, makes detection a challeng-
ing task. In this paper, we propose a novel moving ve-
hicle detection approach by embedding the scene con-
text, which is a road network estimated online. A two-
step framework is used in the work. First, with an ini-
tial vehicle detection, trajectories are achieved by vehi-
cle tracking. Then, the road network is extracted and
used to reduce false detections. Quantitative evalua-
tion demonstrates that the proposed contextual model
remarkably improves the detection performance.

1. Introduction

Detection of moving vehicles in airborne videos has
a wide range of applications, from visual surveillance
to security related tasks such as rescue and evacuation.
There are many factors that make vehicle detection in
WAMI a challenge task, such as large camera motion,
low contrast between objects with backgrounds, illumi-
nation variation and so on. Large camera motion makes
motion detection a tough task, since many incorrect mo-
tion blobs are caused by parallax errors in the image sta-
bilization stage, producing distractions that reduce the
detection, which can be seen in Figure 1. Appearance-
based vehicle detection has little effect in discriminating
objects with backgrounds, as they are similar on texture
and intensity distribution. In this work, we propose a
method using the scene context to aid vehicle detection.

In our approach, a two-step detection framework is
proposed. After motion detection, the trained classifier

Figure 1: Moving vehicle detection results. Top: without
scene context. Bottom: using context

is used to detect vehicles. In the second stage, trajec-
tories are achieved by tracking detected objects, and a
road network is extracted and fed back to the object de-
tection in the second stage. By embedding the context
information, most false alarms outside the road are fil-
tered out.

Our contribution is threefold. First, we introduce an
effective road extraction method, which fits road net-
work with the vehicle trajectories. This process is con-
ducted online, thus can be used widely. Second, the
scene context is used in the object detection and much
better results are achieved. Third, two kinds of comple-
mentary features, shape and gradient distribution, are
used to obtain a well-performed detector.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
related work on vehicle detection from aerial imagery.
Section 3 describes details about the proposed ap-
proach. Experimental results are presented in Section
4 and Section 5 concludes the work.
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2. Related work

Moving object detection in airborne video is espe-
cially difficult, since there exist parallax errors in frame
stabilization. Yaclin et al [10] propose a Bayesian
framework for detecting and segmenting moving ob-
jects from the background, based on statistical analysis
of optic flow. Yu et al [11] discriminate the essential dif-
ference in motion patterns caused by parallax and mov-
ing objects, with a tensor voting technique. Appearance
feature based classification is used widely in vehicle de-
tection [7, 6], in [6], multiple kernel learning is used to
fuse HOG and Haar descriptors for classifying vehicles
and distracters.

Contextual information is useful in object detection.
In [9], Geographical Information System (GIS) infor-
mation of road network are used to filter out false alarms
outside the road. However, the GIS source are not avail-
able universally. In [3], the image is segmented into
streets, building, trees etc, and vehicle detections that
are not present on the streets are discarded. A simi-
lar work [4] classifies the scene into vehicle, road and
background, and the scene classifier is trained based on
appearance and motion features. These approaches are
promising. However, scene segmentation is a tough task
itself, and the pre-learning needs a large set of images.

3. Our Approach

3.1. Overview

Figure 2 gives the framework of the proposed ap-
proach. It is a two-stage object detection: Initial ve-
hicle detection and refined object detection with scene
context. The whole framework can be roughly divided
into three parts, which are motion detection, context es-
timation and two-stage vehicle detection. Moving vehi-
cle detection is executed in a sliding temporal window.
First, the road network is estimated when a batch of im-
ages are available. Second, the initial vehicle detections
are refined by using the road context. The whole pro-
cess is proceeded online and iteratively.

3.2. Motion Detection

Aerial images are achieved with a moving airborne
platform, and large camera motion exists between con-
secutive frames, thus sequence stabilization is essen-
tial for motion detection. In this work, Feature point
based registration is used for image alignment. In par-
ticular, SURF features [2] are exploited due to its effi-
ciency, and we then fit affine models for image warp-

Figure 2: The framework of our approach.

ing. With stabilized frames, background modeling is
achieved through the median filter.

Background subtraction performs well in the pla-
nar territories of the aerial scenes, while it degenerates
sharply on the above-ground objects, such as buildings
and trees. Due to the parallax errors introduced by im-
age registration, buildings and trees produce many false
motion detections along their edges. We solve this spu-
rious detection problem with two procedures: a specific
vehicle classifier and the scene context.

3.3. Vehicle detection

Motion detection produces the object candidates, in-
cluding many false alarms. The task of vehicle detec-
tion is to discriminate real vehicles from backgrounds,
therefore can be considered as a binary classification.

We construct a cascade of Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifiers for classifying object with back-
ground, and two kinds of features, shape (size) and his-
togram of orientated gradient (HOG), are used sepa-
rately. Size feature is a four dimensional vector, which
is represented as equation (1), where l and w denote
the length and width of the object respectively. HOG
feature is a 360 dimensional vector, which is extracted
from the normalized 24×32 patch. The size based clas-
sifier is selected as the first stage of the classifier cas-
cade, and followed by the HOG classification. In both
stages, SVM is used as the basic classifier.

f = {l, w, l/w, l ∗ w} (1)

The reasons we selected these two kinds of features
are as follows. First, HOG features represent the con-
tour of the object in some extent, and psychological
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Figure 3: Positive (left) and negative (right) samples

tests [12] illustrate that the boundary and contour of
the car body are the most prominent visual features for
recognizing vehicles. Second, size features are power-
ful for discriminating vehicles and false alarms, since
the former have consistent size representation such as
the ratio of length with width, while the latter have
no such traits. Generally, by integrating two kinds of
complementary and effective cues, the learned classifier
achieve the favorable performance.

In the training of the classifier cascade, all samples
are extracted from the foreground images1. Some train-
ing samples are shown in Figure 3, from which we can
see that some positive and negative samples are simi-
lar with each other. Therefore, though two kinds of ef-
fective features are utilized, it is difficult to distinguish
objects with backgrounds by using individual represen-
tation only. In this work, scene context is extracted to
aid moving vehicle detection.

3.4. Context extraction

Context is especially useful in aerial video analysis,
because most of the vehicles move in a special area.
Many methods [3, 4] estimate the road network us-
ing the scene classification, which needs a complicated
training and many images are prepared in advance. In
this work, the road context is extracted in a more flex-
ible way. First, with the first stage object detections,
trajectories of objects are achieved using multi-object
tracking. Second, we estimate the road network from
object trajectories.

In multi-object tracking, we follow the hierarchial
multi-object association methods [5, 8]. Short but ro-
bust associations are achieved first, with appearance,
spatial and size similarities. Then, short associations
are joined into long trajectories further. We use Hun-
garian algorithm to fulfil the two layer association.

After multi-object tracking, many trajectories are
obtained. We first discard the short-time trajectories,
some of which are caused by false alarms, therefore
are not reliable. We assume a long trajectory is si1:t =
{si1, si2, ..., sit}, where sit = {xi

t, y
i
t} is the spatial po-

sition of the i-th trajectory at instant t. For fragment
{sik, sik+1}(1 ≤ k ≤ t− 1), the local road mask is esti-

1The scene is different from the test one

Figure 4: Road estimation. Top: Scene 1. Bottom: Scene 2

mated as equation (2).

mi
k(x, y) = I(φi

k(x, y) < 0.5dik)I(ϕ
i
k(x, y) < 1.5σ)

(2)
Where I(·) is the indicator function, φi

k(x, y) and
ϕi
k(x, y) is the distance functions which are defined as

equation (3); dik is the length of {sik, sik+1} and defined
in equation (4); 3σ is the width of the fitting lane, and σ
is the estimated width of a vehicle.{

φi
k(x, y) =

∣∣(x− pik) cos θ
i
k + (y − qik) sin θ

i
k

∣∣
ϕi
k(x, y) =

∣∣(y − qik) cos θ
i
k − (x− pik) sin θ

i
k

∣∣
(3)

Where pik and qik is the center of {sik, sik+1}, θik is the
orientation of {sik, sik+1}, their definitions are shown in
equation (4).

(pik, q
i
k) = (

xi
k+xi

k+1

2 ,
yi
k+yi

k+1

2 )
dik =

∥∥(xi
k − xi

k+1, y
i
k − yik+1)

∥∥
2

θik = tan−1(xi
k − xi

k+1, y
i
k − yik+1)

(4)

The single mask generated by trajectory si1:t is rep-
resented as equation (5). If there are N long trajectories,
the final road mask RM is represented as equation (6).

M i = mi
1 ∪mi

2... ∪mi
t−1 (5)

RM = M1 ∪M2... ∪MN (6)

4. Experiments

We use the CLIF dataset [1] in all experiments. CLIF
is a challenging WAMI dataset, with small object occu-
pancy, low contrast between object and background etc.
Two sequences are used, and there are 8888 and 8574
moving vehicles in each sequence respectively.

Results about road network extraction are given first.
Figure 4 demonstrates the performances in two scenar-
ios. It can be seen that the vehicle tracking based road
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Table 1: Classification performance
Size-SVM HOG-SVM Cascade

Positive rate 0.995 0.844 0.843
Negative rate 0.188 0.757 0.797

Figure 5: PRC on sequence 1

Figure 6: PRC on sequence 2

extraction achieves excellent results, especially in the
first scene, which is complicated and consists of over-
pass and multiple highways. There are few small gaps
left, mainly attributed to no vehicles pass through these
areas. There are wrong road estimation in the second
sequence, which can be seen in the left and bottom of
Figure 4, which is actually a railway.

For evaluating the performance of the cascade clas-
sifier, quantitative results about vehicle classification at
different stages in the test set are shown in Table 1. The
size based classifier is constructed in a way to classify
almost all positives correctly, meanwhile filtering out
as much negative samples as possible. Generally, HOG
classifier achieves the moderate performance alone. Af-
ter embedding the shape features, the performance of
the cascade has a notable advance.

With the extracted road context, most false alarms
outside the road are filtered out directly. In this way,
moving vehicle detection has a remarkable improve-
ment. We compare the context aided detection with
the counterpart without using the context information.
”Precision-Recall Curve” is used in the evaluation mea-
sure, which are shown as Figure 5 and Figure 6. The

proposed approach performs better than the method
without using contextual information. The precision of
context based approach is much higher since the con-
textual information is effective.

5. Conclusion

Detection of moving vehicles in WAMI images is a
difficult task. In this work, we make use of two com-
plementary and effective features, size and HOG, to de-
tect vehicles. Further, the useful scene context, road
network, is extracted to promote the motion detection.
Our road estimation is very flexible and no pre-learning
is needed. Experimental results illustrate that our ap-
proach achieves the remarkable performance.
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